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Virtual and distributed collaboration are increasingly important for organizations. This paper presents episodes of negotiated 
term definitions used to complete tasks in a voluntary, ad hoc game forum of an Alternate Reality Game (ARG). Episodes 
analyzed focus on specialized language used during problem solving. Terminology analysis reveals that players do not 
explicate definitions and construct shared mental models or knowledge. Instead, they transcend knowledge gaps in order to 
achieve action-oriented objectives. By focusing social processes on negotiated terminology for the purpose of task 
completion, the team rapidly meets goals. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper investigates how terminology plays a role in coordinating and connecting decisions and actions made by diverse 
virtual teams. How do voluntary, ad hoc teams solve problems collaboratively despite knowledge gaps?  Knowledge sharing 
is a challenge in many contexts, even where collaboration is highly valued, like universities (Khalil and Shea, 2012). The key 
question of this paper is: Do collaborators on diverse teams working to solve complex problems use terminology to build 
shared mental models? 
Game-focused virtual organizations have demonstrated the ability to solve large, distributed problems (i.e., Kim, Allen and 
Lee, 2008). Transient, collaborative teams have heightened need for common language to overcome gaps among the bounded 
knowledge sets players bring to the game. The collective problem solving power of digital game players outstrips the 
capabilities of any team limited by organizational boundaries due to the diverse experience and knowledge players bring to 
game play. Gamers’ success in task completion is demonstrated in the episodes below. Using informal language, poor 
spelling and varied backgrounds, players address complex information problems rapidly and well. This paper focuses on 
terminology as a way to understand knowledge sharing. 
In particular, case studies presented here emphasize the importance of speaking the same language within teams. Although all 
of the team members in this analysis speak English during the collaboration, their understanding of in-game and out-of-game 
terms varies, but consistent usage is established quickly. This situated, localized terminology has been observed in many 
different types of teams, such as those who work with the disabled or are disabled (Brookes, Archibald, McInnes, Cross, 
Daniel, and Johnson, 2012), astronauts (Fischer, McDonnell and Orasanu, 2007) and Thompson’s discussion of 
interdisciplinary research teams (2009). Unraveling the meaning of a single word requires focus on the application in a 
specific context. For instance, the term “risk” differed for the disabled population studied by Brookes et al. (2012) based on 
the surrounding word context—it could be a financial risk, an emotional risk or a risk for an entire community. Situated 
terminology is specific to particular tasks and teams, and task-related discussion can help to specify and advance team goals 
(Thompson, 2009) for industry, government and voluntary teams.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The cases discussed here come from an Alternate Reality Game (or ARG), a self-selected set of gamers who chose to 
participate in unraveling a series of mysteries to further a Halo-related game story. One characteristic of our studied context, 
ARGs, is that any information (virtual or non-virtual) may be part of the game. Therefore, constantly evaluating sources, 
integrating and remixing information into a coherent story is a community effort (i.e., McGonigal, 2007; Montola and Waern, 
2006; Szulborski, 2005). Information sifting, sorting and assembly is a key game process while players solve puzzles, 
identify and act upon clues, and receive information from game characters as rewards. Teams of engineers and professionals 
in more traditional organizational settings also experience difficulties of knowledge sharing when they work across functions 
(Carlile, 2004). Integration of content across diverse sources for a single purpose is a massive challenge (Rotman et al., 
2012).  
Speaking broadly, crowdsourcing is the concept of a group of unconnected strangers completing projects or solving problems 
through information technology (Geerts, 2009). The “work” of virtual gaming bears more resemblance to crowdsourcing than 
to formal virtual teams, but both types of teams experience difficulty sharing and constructing knowledge (Hong and Vai, 
2008). Successful writing-based examples range from Wikipedia (i.e., Panciera, Halfaker and Terveen, 2009) to the 
Encyclopedia of Life (Rotman et al, 2012); commercial examples include Procter & Gamble’s problem solving contests 
(Huston and Sakkab, 2006) and Threadless, an online t-shirt company (Brabham, 2012). Crowdsourcing has also been 
formalized by Amazon and funded by the Air Force and DARPA.  
As in Hersberger, Murray and Rioux (2007), Huber and Lewis (2010) and Huckman and Staats (2011), this research is 
framed on the notion that all virtual teams can and do succeed in knowledge construction and sharing. However, the extent to 
which they build shared mental models is open to inquiry. 
Specialized Language 
Specialized language facilitates communication and knowledge construction within a domain (e.g., Rubin, 2008). Even with 
shared and understood specialized language, collaborators may need to iteratively consider relevant terms and discuss the 
scope of the question at hand (e.g., biomedical research scientists: Blake and Pratt, 2002). However, specialized language can 
be a benefit or an impediment. Specialized language can benefit collaborators by framing data in different ways (Cole, 2005). 
However, when a problem domain is unique to a particular situation or cross-domain communication needs arise, specialized 
language may impede collaborators (Tse and Soergel, 2003). Even experts seeking specific information are stymied and 
confused by specialized terminology, considering even discipline-specific terms ambiguous or questionable (Montesi and 
Urdiciain, 2005). 
Specialized language is defined here as a shared terminology that a group uses to describe concepts to complete game-
related tasks. Mutual understanding of concepts may be tacit or explicit among group members, but the specialized language 
is not something that the average non-group member can understand without some thought or exposure. For instance, a 
player below references “ghosting,” a term with specialized significance for this community.  
Even in a relatively well-defined community project such as the Encyclopedia of Life community, navigating terminology 
and language difficulties is a major endeavor (Rotman et al., 2012). Nonprofessionals and specialists frequently face 
problems with mapping or defining vocabulary (Tse and Soergel, 2003). Cross-boundary collaboration in any virtual team 
faces this very problem of communicating diverse interests and meanings. In the specific context of game play in an ARG, 
players’ breadth of knowledge and experience players require knowledge sharing and construction to make decisions. In this 
sense, ARG play has parallels to distributed coworkers solving a complex problem.  
DATA AND METHODS 
To investigate virtual teams, this paper focuses on a particularly successful voluntary team that played an Alternate Reality 
Game (ARG), a type of digital game (McGonigal, 2007). These games embrace the notion that “this is not a game,” or, in 
other words, that players enter an alternate reality when playing the game (Szulborski, 2005). For that reason, players 
established an online forum as an out-of-game place to discuss game content. The forum was where players brainstormed, 
identified, evaluated and reported on strategies and actions. Together, players interpreted an ongoing stream of websites, 
images, audio files and coded messages, determined relevance and context of information, made decisions and thoroughly 
resolved the game story—all much faster than game designers expected. We believe their success exemplifies successful ad 
hoc teaming. All data are text from player forums.  
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The Game 
This research paper uses data from the ARG I Love Bees (ILB), in particular the shared player forum “The Haunted Apiary.” 
This forum was the main virtual space where players interacted during the game. To engage the game’s large and dedicated 
user base, game designers created intentionally difficult, but achievable tasks (Kim., Lee, Thomas, and Dombrowski, 2009).  
 ILB was one of the most successful ARGs, and promoted the release of the Xbox game Halo2. The game started with about 
100 players, and ended with three million participants after 12 weeks, including 100,000 active players (Kim, et al, 2008). An 
important component of ARGs is their elaborate in-game universes. Designers utilize in-game mythology, knowledge, and 
offline events, which players then reconstruct as a story arc. In ILB, the exact in-game universe and relevant facts about 
stories and characters were new to the users, since these elements were created for the purpose of the game. 
Data 
“The Haunted Apiary” grew to contain 54,209 posts by 2,711 players over four months of game play.  Players self-organized 
posts into 2,288 user-generated threads of discussion. Players used these discussion threads to follow clues and “unlock” – 
and subsequently piece together – audio files (mp3s) to construct story lines. Over the past few years, this research team 
analyzed over fifty of the existing threads in depth and read through at least one hundred other threads for context and 
understanding. 
EPISODES AND FINDINGS 
Each episode is a set of quotations from sequential posts chosen from a player-created thread in the Haunted Apiary. To 
construct discrete episodes, at least three researchers agreed the posts related to a single topic or term. The italics below are 
direct player quotes, although they have been cut to only contain content relevant to the terminology discussion identified by 
researchers. Researchers coded independently to identify topics, and then iteratively to identify the most robust and 
interesting terminology discussions. Further editing shortened the episodes to fit within the scope of a journal article. Due to 
space limitations, only successful cases are discussed. Overall, researchers noted that discussions focused on situating terms 
were common for completed tasks. When speculation was unbounded, players often did not reach task goals. Due to space, 
we have not included those (often meandering) discussions. 
This paper focuses on only three user-generated threads from that discussion, threads that were chosen for their focus on 
game-related problems (as opposed to socialization or, general speculation) and discussion of shared terminology that 
assisted or hindered finding solutions. Though this presentation of our analysis is limited, these threads and patterns are 
representative of much of the forum discussion. The three episodes below represent coherent, multi-player discussions that 
utilized terminology to understand and approach game problems.  
Each episode demonstrates a voluntary team focus on a particular in-game term, and how understanding that term leads to 
further ideas and speculation. Separate posts are indicated by breaks between quotations. These quotations are selections 
from the entire forum thread and the post in which they appear.  Notably, the first two episodes entail discussion of terms 
using out-of-game knowledge and context, and the third represents players working toward a definition for an in-game 
narrative device, called “ghosting,” where knowledge of the in-game universe gave the required context to move forward. 
Episode 1: “De-mob” 
It was Jan talking to her “dad” James. … she says that she wishes her “dad’ would talk more about his past (war stores and 
such). James is a bit uncomfortable (impression I got) about talking about his past. He asks Jan if she’d like him to be more 
like the “d-mobs”(?) and sit around the house all day drinking and telling stories. Jan says “yah, sometimes” (more or less). 
 
Are you sure he didn't say "demob"? "To demob" means to go home from the army. A "demob" is probably someone who's 
just demobbed. 
 
As in demobilized? Yes, "demob" sounds right (from what I can remember hearing). 
Could that lead us to assume that James J. hasn't been demobed, and thus is still active in the military? [emphasis in 
original] 
 
In this particular example (three quotes from three sequential posts), players interpret a single word from an  mp3 file that 
portrays an incomplete story arc. The term starts as a question mark in an otherwise undisputed comment discussing a 
player’s interpretation of a game audio file. The discussion is constrained by the story context: rather than suggesting similar 
sounds or words, players use historical and character details to immediately situate the unknown term. As a result, once a 
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particular term definition has been tentatively accepted, the conversation quickly moves on to discuss the character’s situation 
and current status. 
Players often focus on a single word or a single issue. However, that focus does not necessarily mean that the discussion is 
small in scope. Rather, the term works as a focusing lens for players to participate, guiding the collective discourse within the 
relevant boundary of storyline. The term also helps players to relate their speculations to other, known story elements and 
characters. The act of tentatively agreeing on the meaning of the term “demob” allows players to discuss past character traits 
(James J.’s and Jan’s potential past military history) and present story elements, such as whether or not James J. has just 
returned from the army. Such contextual information would explain the somewhat tense interaction in the audio file. 
Terminology thus becomes the platform for discussion and complex analysis of game story and game characters. 
 
Episode 2: “DRT” 
There was a traffic stop, Jan James was there, someone (presumably) in the vehicle drew a weapon. Now they need an 
ambulance, and said person is 'DRT'…The way he says 'DRT', initially leads me to believe that the person is dead, but it 
could also mean that they are simply incapacitated by a non-lethal weapon of some sort. Either way it seems like he is telling 
the ambulance crew not to rush. 
 
An awesome page on emergency medical tech slang. And don't ya just love their background image?? 
Anyway... DRT = "dead right there". [emphasis in original, contains hyperlinks] 
[REALLY WILD SPEC] Holy crap they killed the Master Chief!!! 
...or was it the Evil Mister Chief..?[/RWS] 
 
DRT is a sophisticated medical acronym meaning "Dead Right There". 
 
I speculate that this picks up where the last Jan's story ends. Jan and her father in the car. I speculate that the 1 civilian who 
is DRT is her father. Her father is not dead because Jan doesn't sound all that upset. She begins to say "You just..." and "but 
you know my..." as in you just had me take a lie detector and but you know my name…Not sure why the cop doesn't know 
who she is. 
 
I took Google for a test drive on the acronym "DRT." 
One of the possible matches for it could be "Dead Right There," as in, killed where he was sitting. If that's the case, then I 
vote for one dead J^2. 
[EDIT] Even spookier, its a Naval acronym that's currently in use today. 
 
I think RED makes it seem more that a cop was shot, not J2. The cop in RED says "officer under fire" just before he leaves. 
Also, the two events are happening less than 2 blocks from each other. Think the stories will intersect soon? edit: Looks like 
truegent was thinking the same thing at the same time. But types faster... 
 
The officer was "under fire", not shot. Most likely whoever was with Jan James was firing at the officer, the officer returned 
fire and killed the suspect. Hence, the suspect is the one DRT and Jan is making a statement about it. 
 
That could also be why Jan seems so confused--because no one got shot. Maybe the stupid cop is in on it somehow, which is 
why he doesn't want her to talk about it? 
 
Over the course of eight sequential posts, the term “DRT” is questioned during discussion about an audio file, in a scene 
involving a cop and an ambulance. Because players lack visual or other context, the term is especially important as it could 
explain characters’ reactions. The gamers focus on DRT in the context of who says it: ambulance drivers. Specific out-of-
game knowledge is referenced (and confirmed) to converge on agreement about the term’s definition, allowing players to 
narrow the contextual focus, enabling targeted speculation. 
The terminology here is almost instantly bounded by context-dependent, storyline information that keeps players on track and 
within story aims. The social process focuses on the task. First, the players discuss what DRT means; they must establish 
common understanding. Then the players are able to discuss why that term would be used, and what that means for the story. 
The meaning of DRT is the foundation on which players follow up with story-based questions: (a) Does the cop open fire on 
someone? (b) Is James J. dead? Jan’s father? (c) Is no one dead? 
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Episode 3: “Ghosting” 
“Perhaps Jan's story is really the continuation of Jersey's story. After all, Jersey's story ends with "Durga" offering to show 
Jersey something better than mere pictures of Jan. It also ends, as near as I can tell, with one of the "short" tape-winding-
down sounds, which usually indicates the end of a scene, not an entire story.” 
 
Shad0, this makes a lot of sense. The whole Jan storyline could be Durga "ghosting" Jan to give Jersey information. In fact, 
the date storyline goes out of it's way to introduce the concept of ghosting, which is an explanation of how we can be a fly on 
the wall for these events. 
 
So are we assuming that basically everyone is being "ghost"-ed? I imagine that has to be the case because otherwise, how 
would we have a record of the goings on? I bring this up because who'e doing the ghosting? is it Melissa? 
 
Who's watching them and why? I mean other than relaying the information on ghosting, what is the purpose of the Kamal 
sequence? How is it relevent in the bigger picture, I mean why not have Jersey explain ghosting? and why would they 
randomly ghost the police station? None of the main characters were there anymore...there's got to be something more to this 
whole thing... 
 
Perhaps she learns how to ghost by seeing Hiro and Kamal do it because she is in the proximity and that conveniently 
explains Kamal. 
 
Yes, but an AI wouldn't need an explanation. Durga seems more intact than when we found the Queen. Durga could ramble 
off Jersey's life at lightning speed. My spec is that she saw Kamal and Hiro chatting (not ghosting at this point since Kamal 
knows Hiro is talking to him), but there's probably more there. 
 
I disagree. The Jersey story starts before Durga is in Jersey's system (see dizzy.wav). If you make the claim that Durga is 
Melissa and these are her memories, then you also have to make a much more rediculous claim that Melissa was spying on 
Jersey, THEN got transferred to his computer, THEN was able to maintain perfect continuity in the recording through her 
period of dizziness, disorientation, and fighting off two Navy sentinels chasing her. 
I find that scenario unlikely. Either these aren't Melissa's memories or Melissa isn't Durga (or both). 
 
The term ghosting is introduced by game designers in an mp3 file as a narrative strategy allowing characters to play out 
flashbacks and memories for other characters. The concept of ghosting is introduced to the game via characters, and the 
players then wonder if the mp3 files they are dissecting are being ghosted, and if so, by whom. They discuss this at length 
and then discuss whose memories it would be, and who is ghosting. This then segues into a discussion about Melissa, Durga, 
and the Sleeping Princess, and whether or not they are all the same person. These seven sequential posts are the highlights of 
that discussion. 
In this sequence, players ask questions not about the definition of a term –the concept of “ghosting” has been demonstrated in 
the narrative itself– but about how the story is told. Players question whether or not there is a narrator, whether or not 
characters share personalities or are the same person, and whether or not Artificial Intelligences can understand and apply 
various techniques created by humans. This allows them to explore the boundaries of not only the narrative, but also of 
characters and the limitations of AIs. 
As a result of this discussion of ghosting, players engage in character-based discussion, such as speculation on characters 
being split personalities. In addition, the players instigate high-level discussions of narrative convention (“there is no 
narrator,” one player asserts). The focal point of the term “ghosting” acts as shared ground to discuss wider issues and 
implications for solving the puzzle of the fractured narrative, and therefore the “work” of the ARG. 
Summary of Episode Analysis 
Our episodes show that ILB players’ actions and story reconstruction work required players to first establish mutual 
meanings for terms and concepts derived from the game and their discussions of the game. These discussions allow players to 
reference their diverse sets of knowledge to solve for definitions, as well as provide points during game play to “bridge” the 
varied sets of knowledge among players. Furthermore, there is no need for players to expend time and energy in constructing 
shared elaborate shared meanings around term definitions; on the contrary, constriction of domain (such as focusing only on 
medical slang for “DRT”) allows players to rapidly focus on applying terms to gameplay, rather than spending time on 
negotiating shared meanings. 
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These episodes are representative of gameplay patterns researchers observed in many threads from the ILB forum.  Speaking 
broadly, players rapidly converged on a terminology consensus that improved their problem solving performance. One such 
characteristic is the utilization of varied and diverse backgrounds within a group to incrementally build on knowledge, which 
Freeze, Sasidharan and Lane (2012) found can affect successful collaboration outcomes. 
Another representative finding from the case studies is the focusing of game play on a specific task; by directing efforts at a 
single element of problem solving, Owen, Hemmings and Brown (2009) found that difficulties among cross-functional team 
members can be reduced in conveying information at the “hand-off” stage. By, isolating and examining the negotiation of 
terms to advance the game, these case studies demonstrate successful collaboration. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Past research has shown that communities develop and utilize shared language (Brookes et al., 2012; Fischer, et al, 2007; 
Thompson, 2009). We suggest that collaborative teams develop shared boundaries using term definition convergence in order 
to situate and understand simple and complex terms during action-oriented discussions. By limiting terminology usage to 
application in a specific context, these game players rapidly as agree on a platform for advancing complex game progress. 
Their task-related discussion does not rely on developing shared mental models or documentation, but parallel and 
complementary courses of action. In this way, collaborative team members transcend terminology differences, rather than 
explicating shared terms. 
Implications for practitioners 
In this ad hoc, voluntary team, transcending knowledge gaps allowed for rapid decisions and actions. These players 
accelerated problem solving by limiting the relevant domains quickly and then allowed themselves to evaluate and try actions 
and decisions iteratively. Discussion focused on limited problems like term definition facilitated situated, contextualized 
interpretation leading to rapid problem solving and task completion. Distributed, collaborative teams outside of the ARG 
environment may also benefit from consciously situating terminology interpretations in pursuit of goals. Such focused 
discussion may overcome the fear- and time-based challenges faced by segmented experts for knowledge sharing (e.g., 
professors, Khalil and Shea, 2012) and cross-functional teams in various industries (Reychav, Steain, Weisberg and Glezer, 
2012). For action-oriented teams, just “enough” knowledge is needed to progress; in short, as demonstrated in these episodes, 
discussions about term definition are focal points not for knowledge construction, but for task progress.  
Implications for Research 
In our analysis of these episodes, we found very little cross understanding, or understanding of other people’s mental models 
(definition from Huber and Lewis, 2010). Rather than explicate assumptions and discuss personal expertise, players focus on 
the problem at hand, suggesting possible strategies for resolution and couching proposed term definitions in potential 
ramifications for narrative interpretation.  
The resulting co-created decisions reflect the ability to progress and take action, rather than to build deep vertical knowledge 
of a topic (e.g., Vlaar, van Fenema and Tiwari, 2008). The studies described here do not match much of the literature where 
articulation, knowledge sharing and complex definitions are the focus of collaboration. By understanding task-oriented 
virtual teaming as a collaboration driven not by the desire to share knowledge but by the desire to obtain a result, future 
researchers may more closely match research to behavior. This perspective is clearly stated and upheld by the research of 
Majchrzak, More and Faraj (2012); like those researchers, we find that the players define terms only to transcend problems, 
not to articulate or construct elaborate shared meaning. Action and usage of terms is the focus, not knowledge construction. 
CONCLUSION 
This research supports the “incremental” model of expertise, where an expert is simply someone who knows enough to move 
the team ahead (Freeze et al., 2012). When well-defined roles aren’t available for teams to handle uncertain situations, 
providing “slack” time and complex challenges and allowing teams free rein may be able to replicate this kind of rapid, 
successful, action-oriented teaming (Amabile and Khaire, 2008). 
We suggest that instead of focusing on building knowledge and artifacts, successful virtual teams instead will benefit from 
social processes that lead to common language that is well-situated to the task context. We suspect that this game-related ad 
hoc team displays similar collaborative qualities to any rapidly moving, innovative team. This qualitative research seeks to 
describe and contextualize phenomena found in one particular virtual team.  Due to space limitations, this study only 
describes a few examples from a larger body of research. Although we hope that these findings will be replicated across 
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many contexts, these may be localized findings that cannot be applied to the description or prediction of behavior within 
other virtual teams.  
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